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Taskers - Browser-based Online Multiplayer Board Game for Improving Computational

Thinking Skills

Abstract:

Computational thinking (CT) has become a very influential topic over the last years, as it

redefines the thought process that lies behind problem-solving and programming. Another

topic that has gotten more traction over the past decade is the effectiveness of both games and

mobile devices in studies. Taking inspiration from existing board and video games designed

to improve CT skills, this thesis has three aims. Firstly, explaining the topic of CT in general

and providing examples and background about some existing projects aimed to improve this

skill. Secondly, to create a fully functional digital version of an existing CT improving board

game, which would be playable online with other people on a mobile device. Thirdly, describe

and analyze how this new game improves CT of the players and how the accessibility,

provided by it being an online mobile game, helps compared to the board game version.
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Taskers - Brauseripõhine Mitme Mängijaga Raalmõtlemist Arendav Lauamäng

Lühikokkuvõte:

Raalmõtlemine on viimaste aastate jooksul saanud väga mõjukaks teemaks, kuna määratleb

ümber probleemide lahendamisele ja programmeerimisele omased mõtteviisid. Teine teema,

mis on saanud tänapäeval järjest rohkem tähelepanu, on nii mängude kui nutiseadmete

kasutamine õpingute juures. Võttes inspiratsiooni ühest olemasolevast lauamängust ning

erinevatest raalmõtlemist arendavatest arvutimängudest, on käesoleval lõputööl kolm peamist

eesmärki. Esiteks, selgitada üldiselt raalmõtlemist ennast ning tuua näiteid ja tausta

olemasolevate projektide kohta, mida selle arendamiseks loodud on. Teiseks, luua täielikult

funktsionaalne digitaalne versioon ühest olemasolevast raalmõtlemist arendavast

lauamängust, mida saaks mängida mitme mängijaga nutiseadme veebibrauserist.

Kolmandaks, kirjeldada ja analüüsida, kuidas uus loodud mäng raalmõtlemise arengule kaasa

aitab ning mis eelised lauamängu ees annab digitaalse versiooni lihtne kättesaadavus.

Võtmesõnad:

Raalmõtlemine, õpetamine, õppimine, nutiseadmed, mängud, veebipõhine, mitmikmäng,

arvutimäng
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1 Introduction

Over the past decade, computational thinking (CT) has gained an increasing amount of

attention. Even though most people might not yet be familiar with this term itself, they are

still knowledgeable about the skills which make up CT. For example, the ability to split a

larger task into smaller parts and going through each of those tasks for debugging purposes

are both abilities that with many others make up CT as a whole.

CT is a combination of thought processes and approaches in such a way that a

machine could interpret them. It is essential for developing a general understanding of how

things work in the technology we are surrounded with today. This skill also comes in handy in

our day-to-day lives during different situations, such as when trying to learn and create a new

recipe or organizing your personal to-do lists.

As approaches in education are being modernized, so are learning and improving CT

skills. Newer approaches such as using games or mobile devices for teaching have raised in

popularity and CT has not been left out, as there exists a variety of games that passively teach

different skills in this area.

This thesis aims to give an overview about the skill of CT as a whole and discuss

modern approaches for teaching, such as games and mobile devices. Alongside the theory, an

existing CT-improving board game is recreated as an online multiplayer version, which would

be playable on mobile devices. This will ultimately improve the accessibility, speed, and

convenience of teaching this skill to students through a fun environment. The developed game

would improve the players' understanding of subtasks, conditional state awareness along with

debugging process and speed.
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2 Theoretical Overview

2.1 What Is Computational Thinking?

CT is a relatively new term that has been getting more attention over the past decade [1]. In

general, CT involves solving problems, designing systems, and understanding human

behavior, by drawing on the concepts fundamental to computer science. CT is something that

in addition to basic abilities, like reading and writing, should be taught to every child, as it is a

fundamental skill for everyone, not just for computer scientists. [2]

2.1.1 Definition

Jeanette M. Wing defined CT as follows: “Computational thinking is the thought processes

involved in formulating problems and their solutions so that the solutions are represented in a

form that can be effectively carried out by an information-processing agent” [3]. In her blog

post, she says that informally, CT means constructing a problem to admit a computational

solution, which can be carried out by a human or machine [4]. Wing also states how CT is as

much about problem formulation as it is about problem-solving.

2.1.2 Importance

We now know what CT is, but why do we really need it? What are the reasons that it is

increasingly researched and written about over the past decade? From increasing creativity to

creating more efficient programmers, there are multiple answers to those questions.

CT is not just one skill but rather breaks down into multiple different pieces. One of

the main ones is being able to break down a problem into smaller logical steps, making the

issue at hand much easier to understand and complete. For example, telling a computer to

draw a house is a very broad description, which it might not comprehend, however asking it

to draw a square with a triangle on top makes the tasks much simpler, and result in a concrete

result. Recognizing and reusing repeating patterns, debugging why something went wrong,

and using conditionals in the instructions are also subskills that together with many more

make up CT as a whole. All of those skills are not only essential for a programmer but can

prove very useful in the daily life of any individual. [1]
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In addition to promoting CT as an important skill in schools and among adults, we

should also appreciate and acknowledge its benefits for teaching it to the children. It is

important to teach the younger generation the skills required to get by in the technology-filled

world we live in and the CT skillset is a great base for that. Another benefit to including this

into the learning at an early age is the fact that children are very fast learners and therefore

will adapt those skills with relative ease. Even though one might argue here that children

should rather play outside than spend time behind a computer, this argument becomes

irrelevant as CT can also be taught without the use of electronics. The main aspects are taught

by sorting toys, writing down daily plans, or following a cookie recipe step-by-step. It takes

away the fear of seemingly difficult tasks, as the children learn how to split them into smaller

and much more doable subtasks. [1]

2.1.3 Progress

CT has made quite a lot of progress over the past decade. It has influenced the thinking of

many professional sectors, revamped computer science courses throughout different schools,

and changed undergraduate curricula. CT is also making its way to K-12 education

worldwide. [4]

CT has expanded and changed in its definition throughout the years, as since 2006,

there have been workshops, committees, surveys, and other similar efforts made toward

defining CT for “CS for all” curricula [5]. Peter J. Denning has displayed the evolution of CT

in three boxes, which show the change in CT subskills over time.

Figure 1. Definition of CT over time. 2011 (Box 1), 2015 (Box 2) and 2016 (Box 3) [5]
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In addition to studying institutions and professional sectors, CT has also made its way

to games, offering more fun and appealing approach to learning. Different games use a variety

of methods and functionalities to deepen the subskills of CT. For example, the player might

benefit from automating a certain set of actions, essentially creating a function for a repetitive

task. [4]

2.2 CT in Games

There already exist games that teach different aspects of CT, each of them having a unique

approach. Some of them might simply teach theoretical knowledge or boost the motivation to

program, while others also provide adaptivity dependent on the student and their actions.

Even though most of those games are playable on a computer, there also exists at least one

board game that improves CT, which also inspired the game created in the scope of this thesis.

2.2.1 LightBot

LightBot is a game application made to introduce the basics of coding. It first began as a

Flash game in 2008 but has now been rebuilt for mobile devices for easier access [6]. It

develops the logic and CT of the player by challenging them to complete different puzzles,

which progressively get more difficult, as new levels introduce new programming concepts,

such as loops, procedures, and functions. The goal of the game is to make a robot move

around the board and turn on all the lights by giving the robot a set of command blocks. [7]

In 2013, a case study was conducted on LightBot for obtaining its computational

thinking score in six different areas [8]. In the study the game received high scores in most of

the areas, giving it a total score of 74%, deeming it a useful game for practicing

computational thinking. LightBot proved strong in conceptual areas, like models and

abstractions, but was weaker in areas like patterns and algorithms, due to a lack of flexible

tools to practice them.
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Figure 2. LightBot. [9]

2.2.2 AutoThinking

AutoThinking is an adaptive educational game to foster skills and conceptual knowledge of

CT. It differs from other similar games by not only teaching the essential knowledge of CT

but also providing learners with opportunities to improve their CT skills. It does that by

adapting and changing the teaching methods and gameplay depending on the player’s

individual actions. Such an adaptive environment prevents the students from unintentionally

repeating problem-solving skills which they have already mastered, but rather pushes them to

learn new approaches. [10]

AutoThinking teaches three main CT concepts - sequence, conditional, and loop. It

also improves four skills - problem identification and decomposition, algorithm building,

debugging, and simulation. It does all that in an adaptive game environment, which was

inspired by Pac-Man. Through its fun and personalized gameplay in a large state space,

AutoThinking aims to promote the concepts and skills of CT. [11]
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Figure 3. The interface of AutoThinking. [11]

2.2.3 The Robots Game

There is a blog post by Stuart Wray, called “Learning to Program”. In it, he describes his

initial interaction with programming and follows it up with a discussion about a saying that

everybody should learn how to program a computer. He says that the “should” depends on

“can” and that everyone is not able to learn programming with the same ease. The post ends

with a silver lining, by saying that the “can” is a matter of “how” and sparking discussion

about possible techniques for teaching programming for those that do not find it coming

easily. [12]

This blog post is followed up by another one, “The Robots Game”, in which Wray

describes a board game for teaching programming concepts. The post does not immediately

describe the game but starts off the post by first talking about a magician instead. The

showman had the habit of opening his act with a certain trick, which even the magician

himself could not fully understand. He had just started performing it at the beginning of his

shows at some point and it worked really well for sizing up the audience, so the rest of his act

would work better. Wray then draws an analogy with “The Robots Game”, with which he had
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opened his programming teaching for several years by the time, and which seemed to work

very well for him, despite him fully knowing why it did. [13]

The Robots Game is a race game played by two teams of three players, where each

player controls one specific robot. The game board is a large grid consisting of start, finish,

and wall squares. The team, that gets all their robots to the finish, wins the game. In order to

do that, the players have to fill in move sheets with the directions for the robot. After

everyone finishes writing their moves and the movement order is decided, those move sheets

are read out and the robots moved accordingly. Since the movement order is randomized each

round by a roll of dice, the game introduces randomness as the player might not always know

where the other robots would be placed when their turn comes. This requires the players to

use CT and consider different scenarios when making their moves. [13]

This particular game was the inspiration for the game made in the practical part of this

thesis. The board game version has a very nice design when it comes to teaching different

aspects of CT, such as splitting larger tasks, debugging, and more. One area that it did not

shine in, was convenience and speed, as the game takes a while to set up and the game

progress is even slower. That’s where the digital version of the game comes in handy, as it

compensates for those exact shortcomings.

Figure 4. The Robots Game board with players’ pieces. [13]
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2.3 How Can Games and Mobile Devices Support Studies

Studying does not always have to come from reading a textbook or listening to a lecture. Even

though those more classical mediums are not going to be fully replaced any time soon, there

are now a lot more ways to improve your knowledge about something and those approaches

can be both fun and easily accessible.

2.3.1 Using Mobile Devices for Teaching

Even though cell phones were mostly considered a distraction in the classroom, we have

learned to turn their negative nature around by utilizing their potential as a learning tool

instead. When used in the right way at the right time, mobile devices can turn into powerful

teaching aids and improve results when learning. [14]

Stockton University's article about using mobile devices in the classroom says that

using the mobile device promotes learning through active engagement, digital access to

information, instant feedback, focus on discussion, and engaging learning experiences.

Students using the technology as a tool are more motivated, recognize the benefits of the

digital resources for explaining, and expect professors to utilize the benefits of accessible

technology. Here are some examples of how mobile device use can increase productiveness in

the classroom [15]:

● Exploring content is quicker and free.

● Mobile devices provide instant feedback (e.g. for quizzes and tests).

● Different apps and platforms enhance education and make learning engaging and

interesting.

● Automation of tedious administrative tasks (e.g. attendance count, grading).

● Promotes participation (including shy students).

● Instant access to up-to-date information.

● Not using paper is saving trees.

2.3.2 Educational Gameplay

Using games in teaching can increase student participation and motivate students to take risks.

They even correlate to an increase in attitude towards studying and boost academic scores.

Other studies have also found that games in the classroom can also improve attention and
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improved learning for students with ADHD and other disorders that generally affect studying.

[16]

Games with an educational twist serve as a learning method in disguise. For students,

who might usually find studying difficult or repulsive, the fun environment of games makes

acquiring new skills a pleasant experience [16]. This kind of environmental change might also

trigger the interest to learn more about a particular topic, reigniting their motivation to learn

about a topic in a more classical way.

2.4 What Is Needed to Create an Online Multiplayer Game?

There are many approaches that one can take when they decide that they want to create a

video game. There are a lot of different approaches that can be taken when creating a new

game. The game can either be single-player or playable together with multiplayer. It can also

have a variety of genres and offer multiple ways to play it - via an app, browser, or download.

For the game made during this thesis, the same decisions had to be made. Here I’ll describe

those choices and give some background for each one.

2.4.1 Creating a Game

Creating a video game can be done in many different ways, as there are hundreds of

combinations of genres to choose from. In the end, it comes down to the motivation and the

imagination of the developer. There are also a lot of different game engines and programming

languages to choose from, which might make it overwhelming at first for the new game

developers. Theoretically, any language can be used to create a video game, but some of them

shine in this area more than others, as they might offer an increase in performance in areas

specific to video games or offer a toolset best suitable for development. There are game

engines made specifically for game development, such as Unity or Godot, which offer

maintained and unified applications with special tools to make the process smoother. On the

other hand, you can also develop a video game in plain Python or Javascript. In the end, when

making a game, the developer should pick a language/environment in which he feels

comfortable in because game development is supposed to be fun.
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2.4.2 Multiplayer

From a functional standpoint, adding multiplayer to a game generally makes things more

complicated. It requires the game engine to keep track of multiple entities instead of just one.

There are multiple interactions happening at the same time and constant calculations and

processing is needed to provide a smooth experience for all players. It is also much more

difficult for the developers, as compared to single-player games, for multiplayer they now

need to take into account all of the different interactions and use cases that each type of player

might have. The number of extra complications varies depending on the type of the game.

To reduce the number of possible conflicts and the load to the game engine and server,

a great option would be turn-based games. The game created in the scope of the thesis is also

turn-based, which made implementing the multiplayer much smoother. Turn-based games

gather the information about players' intentions one by one, after which it calculates the

outcome, which it communicates back to the players. This takes away the constant conflicts

and intense load which real-time games might encounter.

2.4.3 Online

Creating a video game that can be played on your device is one thing, but it requires an

entirely different approach when you want to make it available online. There are many

approaches that can be taken when it comes to hosting the game on a server and none of them

are really simple and all come with pros and cons, which have to be considered depending on

the type of the game you are making.

An even bigger challenge presents itself once you want to make the game both

multiplayer and online. It requires taking input from multiple players and simultaneously

synchronizing the game state to each and every one of them. As already mentioned in the

section about multiplayer, the game built in this thesis was made taking those complications

into consideration, allowing a smooth experience for all the players over the web without too

big of a performance cost.
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3 Methods

For recreating The Robots Game into a digital version, called Taskers, I had to split my work

into multiple different sections in order to better streamline the process. I decided that initially

I would completely ignore the designs and put full focus on the functional parts, such as

multiplayer, game logic, and full flow from the main menu to the post-game lobby. Only after

all of the main functionalities would be completed, I would move on to creating designs in

Figma for all of the different views the game had. Then, the designs would have to be

implemented into the frontend by creating stylesheets and importing SVGs. The last step was

to move the game from a local machine to the cloud and make it accessible from a domain

name.

To organize and document my work, I used Jira for task management and Confluence

for documentation and planning. Jira is software used for teams to manage their work via

scrum and kanban boards [17]. For different stages of development, I created a bigger project,

under which I defined all of the subtasks which had to be done. Confluence is a dynamic team

workspace software, which provides good structuring and organizing of work [18]. In

Confluence, I made written plans for different stages and documented my progress along the

way in order to reflect back and learn more. Examples of how both of those tools were used

can be seen in the appendix of this thesis.

3.1 Multiplayer

Implementing the multiplayer functionality was the very first part of the Taskers development

process. A simple Node.js web server was created, which allowed the WebSocket connections

to be made from the frontend client. The initial backend allowed the users to send two events

to the connected WebSocket - join and message. The join event would allow the user to join a

game room, which would put the room code in the user state and add the user to the game

state. Multiple different people from their browsers could join a game room. The other event,

message, would let the user send a message to the game room. After doing so, the server

would broadcast the game state to all other connected users in the room via WebSockets. This

setup was the foundation of the multiplayer aspect of the game, as it allowed building a more

complex state and commands on top, in order to process the game.
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3.2 Game Functionality

After multiplayer, the next thing to do was to add more events and modify the game state, so

it would hold the proper information regarding the different aspects of the game. The initial

goal was to first cover all of the functionality of the main views of the game and then build

the design on top of it. The five parts of the game were:

● Main menu

● Lobby

● Game

● Post-game screen

● Map builder

3.3 Creating Designs

For the designs, I decided to use Figma, as this is the tool that I had always wanted to learn.

Figma is an online platform that allows users to quickly create simple and good-looking

vector graphics and prototypes [19]. Figma offers a very productive and streamlined

experience, as you can create and reuse different components, colors, texts, etc. When

creating a component, using it in two places and then changing the component, it would also

change the component in all of the used places, making it much easier to change designs

along the way.

My intention was to create a very intuitive, playful, and neat user interface for Taskers,

which would make the experience enjoyable and fun. The color scheme, shapes, and sizes

were not planned in advance but were adjusted constantly along the way with the help of

Figma’s toolset. For each of the views, a rough placement of plain empty boxes representing

different sections and buttons were put in place, after which they were filled in with different

designs. Many objects were reused throughout the designs and views to introduce familiarity

and improve the intuitiveness of the game, such as the player shapes and readiness icons. To

draw an analogy with real life, gear icons were used for settings, pencil for editing them, and

green/red buttons for positive and negative actions respectively. To add a fun connection to

programming, I made the in-game tasklist to be Taskers Terminal instead, which the player

could open and enter their commands into.
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Figure 5. Taskers designs Figma project - Game.

Figure 6. Taskers designs Figma project - Lobby.
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3.4 Implementing the Designs

When the designs are done, they are still simply drawings and have no real connection to the

game yet. Implementing the designs into web applications requires the developer to create

stylesheets, which tell the browser where and how to place different objects in the document.

Simple things like buttons and text boxes can actually be created with plain code, however,

more complex shapes and icons need to be imported to the code either as a file or an SVG.

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) are an XML-based markup language for describing

two-dimensional based vector graphics. It is a standard for describing images via text that can

be rendered at any size and is designed to work together with other web standards like CSS,

JavaScript, and more. SVG is, essentially, to graphics what HTML is to text. [20]

In short, SVG allows you to describe images as code. As Figma was used to create

designs for Taskers, it was possible to simply export almost any design from there as SVG,

which made the process a lot quicker.

During the design implementation, the code structure also changed quite a bit, as

previously the placement of different buttons and objects was not strict, so the code was a lot

more basic.
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4 Results

This section of the thesis will describe the finalized game called Taskers, which is a digital

version of The Robots Game by Stuart Wray. It describes the technologies used and the

reasoning behind different choices. It describes how the game itself is played along with the

different views and sections of the whole application, which are there to provide a complete

user experience. The second part of this section describes how Taskers improves CT through

its different functionalities.

4.1 Taskers - Final Product Overview

Taskers is a browser-based board game, which can be played online together with your friends

on a mobile device on www.taskers.ee. It is a digitized version of The Robots Game board

game by Stuart Wray with some modifications to provide a more fast-paced and user-friendly

experience on mobile devices.

4.1.1 Technologies

Taskers is unlike most modern games when it comes to the used technologies. Most of the

smaller games are built with easily accessible engines such as Unity or Godot, but Taskers on

the other hand uses a modern web development stack, which is mostly used for creating

dynamic reactive websites.

Taskers’ frontend is written with TypeScript using React. To make the styling process

more efficient, Sass was used, which is an extension language for CSS. For creating the styles

themselves, the designs were initially created in Figma, which allows easy exporting of both

CSS code and SVG images.

Backend code was also written in TypeScript but using Node.js Express framework.

This setup bundled together with the Socket.IO WebSocket library provides everything

needed for smooth communication between a frontend client and the server.

For the database, Taskers needed something fast and short-term, as the game rooms, in

general, are not used for more than an hour. To satisfy those conditions, a super-fast caching

database was required and Redis was perfect for that. Node.js also has a very convenient

package to communicate with Redis.
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Hosting the Taskers game is done on two Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic

Compute Cloud (EC2) instances - one for frontend and the other one for the server. In those

instances, the frontend build is hosted via the Nginx web server and the backend is run by

PM2, which is a process manager for Node applications. For translating the service IP

addresses to a domain name an Estonian domain name provider Veebimajutus is used and the

zone files responsible for routing the IP addresses are managed via an online admin panel.

4.2.2 Hub

Besides the game itself, there are a couple of other views presented to the user, which all

make the interface and the user experience feel complete. Those views are the main menu,

lobby, and post-game screen.

On the login screen, the user can do two things - either join an existing game or create

a new game room. For both of them, the player has to provide their desired username, and for

joining an existing game, a room code also has to be entered. When doing either one of them,

the player finds themselves in the game lobby, where the players gather before the game

begins.

The game lobby is where the players would gather before the game begins. It allows

the players to chat in the messenger and set the game settings. Note that only the host (the

room creator) is able to change the settings, the players can simply see the current ones. In the

lobby, there is also a readiness functionality, which essentially allows the players to mark

themselves as “Ready to play”. The host can start the game only if all players are ready.

After the game ends, the players are shown a post-game screen. It is a very simple

view, which simply shows the leaderboards for the finished game. The post-game screen also

has one button for taking the players back to the lobby, where the game cycle repeats.
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Figure 7. Tasker's hub views. From left to right: Main menu, lobby, and post-game screen.

4.2.3 Game

When the host presses the “Start” button in the lobby, the game begins. The players are

presented with a game view, which includes a timer (unless it was disabled by the host), a

game board with player robots on it, terminal (used to build the task set for robots), room

code (which doubles as a button for leaving) and a player status list.

At the beginning of the game, all of the players’ robots are placed on the starting tiles

next to each other. The goal of the game is to reach the red finish tiles before everybody else.

In order to do that, players have to open the terminal, construct a task list for their robot and

submit it before the timer runs out. If a player fails to submit their tasks on time, their terminal

is wiped and they need to try again the next round. When all of the players have submitted

their tasks or the timer reaches zero, the movement phase begins.

In the movement phase, the first thing which will happen is that the first player to

move is randomly selected and the turn will start from them. For example, if there are 6

players, and player 4 is chosen, then the order for this round will be 4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3. When a

player's turn comes, their robot will execute the task list provided to it and then the same is
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done for the next player until everybody’s robots have moved. After this, another round

begins.

The robots have the ability to move forwards or backward and turn left or right. They

are able to move anywhere as long there is not a wall or another player in the way. There is

one exception though, and that is nudging with momentum. When the player has moved more

than one tile in one direction, they have “momentum” which allows them to push the player in

front of them one tile further.

When a player reaches one of the finish tiles, they are awarded a medal, depending on

their result, and can simply observe the game until the rest of the players finish. If the set

amount of players have reached the finish tiles, the game finishes, and the players are brought

to the post-game screen, where they can see the final results.

Figure 8. Tasker's game view with the closed and open terminal.
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4.2 How Taskers Improves CT

As described in the theoretical overview, CT divides into multiple smaller subskills, such as

splitting up a larger task, understanding conditions, debugging, and more. Similar to other

CT-improving games, Taskers also actively helps develop those skills in the players, while

having a fun and engaging experience in a game environment. This section describes which

CT thinking subskills (see Figure 1) do different functionalities of Taskers help improve.

4.2.1 Terminal

The in-game task terminal is the main tool that the players use in order to tell their robots

what to do. They have to combine an array of tasks from predefined movement commands,

which are sent to their robot to execute. This develops the player's ability to split a bigger task

into multiple smaller parts  (a.k.a., decomposition).

4.2.2 Game State

During the game of Taskers, in addition to their own position, the player also has to consider

other players. While thinking about their turn, the player has to be knowledgeable about other

players' positions and their possible moves. This is because another player might block your

own move. This type of difficulty improves players' conditional state awareness in different

situations, which is also useful during actual programming, where different side effects and

application states often have to be considered.

4.2.3 Time Constraint

The timer, if enabled by the game host, can make the game more intense, by limiting the time

which the players have to come up with a solution. This means that a player has to be

increasingly careful when picking their moves, as they wouldn’t have much time to rethink

them. As a result, the players would put more thought into and debug their solutions before

submitting them. If they did spot a mistake though, the adrenaline of getting their solution

correct before the timer ticks down to zero, will only increase their performance and thought

speeds.
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4.2.4 Teamwork

When Taskers is played in teams, the communication between team members also starts

having an impact on the outcome. Compared to a free-for-all battle, playing in teams requires

the players to explain their intentions and understand others. This means that the players have

to use their analytical skills along with further debugging in order to better achieve their

intentions together as a team.
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5 Discussion

5.1 Evaluation

This thesis provides another fun way to improve CT skills in a fun and relaxed environment.

Many such games exist already, each of them with its own twist, all contributing to the

development of many various subskills of CT. The fact that people are coming up with more

creative and non-classical ways of learning something, shows that it is something that has

started to be increasingly appreciated over time. Even though not all people recognize CT as

an essential set of skills yet, it is still gaining popularity in different environments.

The methods for creating Taskers prove that a game can be created with any set of

tools. It does not have to follow an approach that everybody else is using because of a specific

toolset or peak efficiency. Developing games should first and foremost feel fun and

comfortable, allowing to delegate the developer's creativity into an enjoyable experience for

the players. Taskers was built using a classical web development tech stack, which is usually

used for building websites instead.

As Taskers offers a fun and relaxed way for improving CT skills, it can be played in a

programming class as an introduction, similar to The Robots Game. When introduced to

programming teachers around the globe, it could benefit their students' understanding of the

subjects which follow the few rounds of Taskers. The biggest advantage of Taskers compared

to the other similar games is the multiplayer aspect, which requires the players to constantly

consider many possible outcomes of each round and also improves collaboration when

playing in teams. This unique aspect is a great selling point when it comes to introducing

Taskers to a wider audience. The promotion of the game could be done through presentations

at relevant conferences, social networking, and word of mouth.

5.2 Future Development

At the time of publishing this thesis, Taskers has not yet reached its final form. There are

multiple features still in the works or planned for the future. The state which this game is in

right now is far from being incomplete, but there are additions that make the game more fun,

improve user experience and also improve more aspects of CT.
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5.2.1 Board Maker

Board maker is a tool that allows the users to create their own boards, which anyone can load

into their game and play with their friends. When creating a board, a blank canvas of tiles is

provided where the user can place tiles of their choice anywhere on the board. This allows the

users to get creative and increase the fun factor of the game by themselves, not having to rely

on the developers to create new boards for the game to not get repetitive. Another possible

addition would be a rating system for the boards, so the better boards would be more visible.

The board maker itself already has completed designs in Figma and has the code

completed for functionality, however, the designs have not yet been implemented to the

frontend. This is most likely going to be the first next addition to the game. The rating system,

however, would require development throughout the entire application, so, therefore, will be

added at a later time.

Figure 9. Board maker default view and with an open board selector.
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5.2.2 Leaderboards

Alongside teaching and having fun, Taskers also offers competitiveness for those who like

that. For such players who enjoy climbing the ranks and gaining more points than their

friends, a global or region-based leaderboard could be implemented. It could rank the players

based on different statistics, such as total victories, fastest submission time, or most boards

created. Some of those suggested statistics could obviously be manipulated (e.g. boosting

your victories by having your friends let you win), so implementing it would require some

deeper thought, but the idea itself is there, as it offers some extra incentive to play.

5.2.3 Sounds

Taskers currently does not have any sound, which might make the game experience dull

compared to other games. The plan is to create sound effects for different user actions, such as

pressing a button or sending a message and perhaps also creating a simple soundtrack for both

the lobby and the game itself.

5.2.4 Fix Connectivity Issues

Taskers is still not perfect when it comes to managing the players constantly connecting and

disconnecting. There are some bugs that can happen when the user closes their browser and

the WebSocket connection is closed, as this causes the player to be disconnected from the

game room. As long as the users don’t close their browser, the gameplay is smooth, but

hopping on and off might cause unexpected side effects. There are already certain plans for

fixing them with approaches such as local storage and user tokens. This is one of the first

priorities, as a smooth end-to-end flow is crucial to a nice user experience.
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6 Conclusion

One aim of this thesis was to give an overview of CT and modern approaches to improving it.

The nature of the skill and how this seemingly unknown term hides behind a set of more

common and very useful subskills were defined alongside describing the current progress it

has made in the world. It was discussed why CT is important in general and that it should

already be taught to children, as it also develops their knowledge about everyday actions. CT

seems to be a set of passive and more common skills, which when utilized together and to

their full potential, can yield great results.

Another aim of this thesis was to cover two modern ways of learning - games and

mobile devices. Even though mobile devices were only recently considered a big distraction

in the classroom, their potential as a tool instead has now been recognized and its negative has

turned into a positive, as using them for learning purposes is convenient and dynamic,

compared to some more classical ways. Similar to mobile devices, games have also made

their way into the teaching scene as a way to acquire knowledge passively through a playful

process.

The practical part of the thesis was focused on combining the ideas about CT and the

modern learning methods to create a mobile game that would improve CT. Taskers was made

playable on a web browser for easier access and provided the ability to play this game

multiplayer with other friends or students. The multiplayer aspect is also what makes Taskers

unique from other similar games, as it introduces randomness in the form of human

interaction and promotes collaboration when played in teams. Even though there are still

some further improvements to be made, the main functionalities are all there and fully

functional alongside clean and playful designs. The game was made using a common web

development stack as opposed to using more generic game development tools in order to

show that games can be made using anything and should focus on fun and creativity.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Jira

Figure 1. Beta version sprint board.

Figure 10. Alpha version Epic.
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7.2 Confluence

Figure 11. Overview of confluence.
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